
1. Guess Me Challenge  

გამოიცანით სიტყვა მოცემული აღწერის მიხედვით 

 

1. complete absence of sound.    A.  science    B. silence C. noise  D. voice 

 

2. Name Me Challenge  

შეურჩიეთ პარაგრაფს სათაური 

 

A.  The cooperation between two men 

B.  The history behind rivets   

C. What kind of clothing did customers look for? 

D. Short biography of Levi Strauss   

E. How did the customers react to the change? 

 

2. Levi Strauss was born in Germany in the mid 1800's and emigrated to the United States as a 

young man. He lived in New York City and learned the dry-goods business for several years. In 

1853 he took his knowledge and his dreams to San Francisco (California., USA.) His dream to 

succeed came true over the next 20 years as he became a very successful businessman. 

3. Many of Levi Strauss' customers were cowboys and miners. They needed clothing that was strong 

and durable. Strauss found a special fabric from France that was comfortable and lasted a long time. 

It was called "serge de Nimes," which was later shortened to the word denim. 

4. Another man named Jacob Davis bought large amounts of the denim fabric from Levi Strauss. He 

was a tailor who made pants for hard-working men. One of his customers was continually tearing 

the pockets off his pants. So Jacob Davis decided to put rivets on certain parts of the pants to make 

them stronger. 

5. The customer loved the new pants so much that he told all his friends, and soon Jacob Davis was 

busy making lots of pants with rivets. 

6. Jacob Davis soon realized that using rivets was a great business idea, and he didn't want anybody 

to steal that idea. He decided that he would need to get a patent. But being a poor tailor, he didn't 

have enough money to pay for the patent. After thinking it over, he went to the businessman Levi 

Strauss and told him his idea. He said, "If you agree to pay for the patent, we will share the profits 

from the riveted pants." Levi Strauss did agree. 

 

3. Assemble Me Challenge  
ააწყეთ წინადადება სწორად 
 
7.(1. we/ 2. think/ 3. both/ 4.it’s cold).          A. 1,3,2,4    B. 2,3,1,4          C. 1,3,4,2        D. 3,2,1,4 



 
 
4. Define Me Challenge  

შეარჩიეთ სწორი არტიკლი 

8. Are you coming to ---- party on Sunday?  

A. a      B.an      C.  the         D.  ---- 

 

 

 

5. Describe Me Challenge  

შეარჩიეთ სწორი აღმწერი, ზედსართავი სახელი ან ზმნიზედა 

 

9.  I feel ---- when I watch horror films. 

A.   honored   B. frightened   C. frightening    D. faithful 

 

 

 

6. Tenses Challenge  

შეარჩიეთ დროის სწორი ფორმა 

 

10. I ----at school concert tomorrow.     A.    sing     B.  am singing     C.  will to sing   D. am have sung 

 

7. Fill Me Challenge  

შეავსეთ ტექსტი მოცემული ალტერნატივებიდან ერთ-ერთით 

 

Did you know that humans aren't the 11. ---- species that use language? Bees communicate 

by dancing. Whales talk to each other by singing. And some apes talk to humans by 12.  ---- 

American Sign Language. 
 

 

 

11. A. most   B. core    C. only  D. lonely 

12. A. making   B. doing  C. playing  D.using 

 

 

8. Common Mistakes Challenge 

მოცემული გაქვთ ინგლისურში ყველაზე ხშირი შეცდომები/საინტერესო გამონაკლისები, 

უნდა მონიშნოთ სწორი ფორმა 



 

13. This is ---- dog, his name is Barky. 

A.  there          B.         they’re   C.   where         D. their 

 

 

 

 

9. Spelling Challenge  

აირჩიეთ სწორი მართლწერა 

 

14. A.        gramer    B.         gramar               C.           grammer            D. grammar 

 

 

10.  Pronunciation Challenge  

მოცემული გაქვთ სიტყვები, უნდა შეარჩიოთ ჟღერადობით ზედმეტი 

 

15. Where is the "k" pronounced differently?  A. knock  B. kidnap  C. knife  D. knit 

 


